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Background

The greater Atlanta area is a good area to research ozone and PM2.5 levels because it is a major metropolitan area that not only is landlocked but also has dense forests. Economically, the city is known for its diverse commerce and for being a transportation hub. Consequently, Atlanta has air quality issues that impact its inhabitants and their health (see Figure 2).

To delve into ozone and PM2.5, both satellite data and ground station data were captured and analyzed. To capture ground station data, prevailing weather patterns were considered. Consequently, three separate ground stations were chosen (see Figure 1): Yorkville, Confederate Avenue, and Gwinnett. Yorkville is located northwest of the metropolitan Atlanta area and is the most rural location of the three ground station locations. Because of its rural location, it has the highest forestation along with the least man-made ozone. The second location, Confederate Avenue is nearest downtown Atlanta, and, as a result, should see higher pollutant levels than Yorkville. Weather patterns would tend to blow pollutants from the suburbs into downtown and Confederate Avenue in an westerly, southwesterly or northwesterly direction. The final station, Gwinnett is northeast of Atlanta in an area that is quite developed and that experiences heavy car and truck traffic. It also happens to be within a few miles of a suburban airport, Briscoe Field. Typical weather patterns would move pollutants from the downtown area either directly into this area or south of this location.

Air Quality Index for Ozone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Quality Index</th>
<th>Ozone (ppbv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-50</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-150</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-200</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201+</td>
<td>Hazardous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEFINITIONS

Ozone is a greenhouse gas with the chemical form O3. It is formed in the presence of sunlight when hydrocarbons react with NOx (see Figure 4). Particle pollution or particulate matter are complex particles made up of a variety of liquid droplets, dust, metals, acids and organic chemicals. This particulate matter is divided into larger (PM10) and smaller (PM2.5) particles. These particles, especially PM2.5, are known to cause health problems because this pollution can be inhaled into the lungs.
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Time Series

The ozone time series graphs (Figure 5) for 2011 show that the most rural location, Yorkville, experiences the least ozone titration (Figure 4) while Gwinnett and Confederate Avenue exhibit the most titration. Yorkville also exhibits the least range in ozone values throughout the year as this ground station experiences the smallest amount of fossil fuel burning by either industry or transportation. Throughout 2011, the sites exhibit ozone values that fall primarily in the good or moderate AQI zone (Figure 3). The PM2.5 time series graphs (Figure 6) for 2011 show relatively small ranges in values during the early and later part of the calendar year. Each station, however, exhibits some unique readings at times. During September (see orange oval), the three stations exhibit significant differences in readings during the September 13 through September 15 time frame. See the case study and the accompanying graphs in figure 8 for more detail.

CASE STUDY

The case study of PM2.5 looked for correlations between NASA satellite data and the three aforementioned ground stations. On September 13 and 15, 2011, unique PM2.5 values were observed in the ground station data (see orange oval in Figure 6) with Gwinnett having readings in excess of 100 ug/m³ on these two days. Further examination confirmed that the data points were not anomalous. NASA satellite data from both MODIS and GASP (see Figure 7) were then reviewed to look for a correlation in the data. Both the Yorkville and Confederate Avenue graphs exhibit correlation between the satellite and ground station data. However, the Gwinnett site exhibits high ground station values that do not correlate to the satellite data.